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Abstract
An
implementation of
of aatrue
true3- 3-dimensional
display-An implementation
dimensional display
system using
described. This
Thisimplemenimplemensystem
using vibrating
vibrating mirror is described.
tation
is characterized
characterized by
raster graphics
graphics
tation is
by using
using a standard raster
supports user
user-interaction
and supports
-interaction for independent
system, and
manipulation
nearreal
real-time.
manipulationofof multiple
multiple objects
objects that isis near
-time.

high-speed
theobject
object-manipulations,
The high
-speed performance
performance of the
-manipulations,
which include translation, rotation, scaling, intensity-

spatial-clipping,
intensity-highlighting,
-highlighting, and
spatial -clipping, intensity
blinking, is
achieved through
through five
five means:
means: exploiting
exploiting the
the
is achieved
power of the
the user
user-programmable
graphics processor,
processor, fully
fully
power
-programmable graphics
utilizing the raster
raster-device
coordinating conconutilizing
-device characteristics,
characteristics, coordinating
current execution
execution of
host and
andgraphics
graphics computers,
computers,
current
of the host
localizing the
localizing
the image
image changes
changes effected
effectedby
by interaction,
interaction, and by
relying upon
successive refinement
initially coarse
coarse
relying
upon successive
refinement of
of the initially
object-display
object
-display during periods of reduced interaction.
Recent enhancements
enhancements include
capability to
to display
display
Recent
include the
the capability
more points
120,000), the
functions
more
points (circa 120,000),
the integration of the functions
one system
system allowing
allowing multiple
multiple simultaneous
simultaneous manipulamanipulainto one
tions,
for independent
tions, and
and the
the support
support for
independent object
object motion.
motion. The
system isis currently
currently being
display CT and
and NMR
NMR
system
being used
used to display
for medical
medical imaging
imaging and
and electron
electron microscope
microscope tomotomodata for
molecular modeling.
modeling.
graphs for molecular
windowing,
windowin
g,

Introduction
True
display is concerned
the
True 3-3-dimensional
dimensional display
concerned with
with the
presentation of
perpresentation
of images
imagesofof3D
3Dobjects
objectssoso that
that they are perceived, ideally,
actually possessing
possessing 3D
Human
ceived,
ideally, as
as ifif actually
3D form.
form. Human
perception of
based on
on various
various cues
cues for
for
perception
of 3D
3D structure
structure isis based
among these
these are
are stereopsis
stereopsis (different
(different views
views from
from left
left
depth: among
and right
right eyes),
eyes), kinetic
kinetic depth
deptheffect,
effect, head
head-motion
parallax
and
-motion parallax
(perception of
different image
image from
from each
each viewing
viewing posiposi(perception
of a different

parts by
by
tion), perspective,
perspective,and
and obscuration
obscurationofof further
further parts
closer ones
al., 1979]. Current
systems
closer
ones [Fuchs,
[Fuchs, Pizer,
Pizer, et
et al.,
Current systems
achieve true 3D
3D display
display can
can be
be minimally
minimally charactercharacterthat achieve
ized as providing head-motion
head - motion parallax (and thus
stereopsis):
methods include
include holograms
holograms [Lesem
[Lesem &
&
stereopsis): these
these methods
Hirsh,
1968; Huang,
1971; Gabor,
1972; Benten,1977;
Benten,1977; PeriHirsh, 1968;
Huang, 1971;
Gabor, 1972;
Perlmutter,
1982], integral
lenses
mutter,1982],
integral photography
photography using
using arrays
arrays of lenses
[Lippmann, 1908;
[Lippmann,
1908; de
de Montebello,
Montebello, 1977a],
1977a], and
and vibrating or
or
rotating
mirror and lens
lens devices
devices Withey,
[Withey, 1958;
1958; Muirhead,
Muirhead,
rotating mirror
1961; Traub,
1967; de
de Montebello,
Montebello, 1977b;
1977b; Fajans,
Fajans, 1979].
1979].
1961;
Traub, 1967;
Holography and
long
Holography
and integral
integral photography
photography are
are subject
subject to long
image
manipuimage production
production times
times which
which preclude
preclude interactive manipulation.
Most vibrating
vibrating or
or rotating
rotating mirror
mirror and
andlens
lensdevices
devices
lation. Most
have
mechanical properties that prevent routine use:
have mechanical
however,
varifocal mirror
mirror is
is a promising
promising exception
exception
however, the
the varifocal
[Muirhead,
Muirhead, 1961; Traub, 1967; Rawson, 1968,1969;
Hobgood,
al., 1979,
1979, 1982a,
1982a, 1982b;
1982b;
Hobgood, 1969;
1969;Fuchs,
Fuchs,Pizer,
Pizer, et
et al.,
Cohen,
1979; Baxter,1981;
al., 1982c,
1982c, 1983].
1983].
Cohen, 1979;
Baxter,1981;Pizer,
Pizer, Fuchs,
Fuchs, et al.,
This
3D varifovarifoThis paper
paper will
will describe
describe an
an implementation
implementation of a 3D
cal
display which
which can be
be constructed
constructed as
asa alow
low-cost
cal mirror
mirror display
-cost
add-on
frame-buffer
graphics system,
system,
add -ontoto aa standard frame
-buffer raster graphics
yet which provides highly interactive manipulation
features.

History
concept of a varifocal
varifocal mirror
mirror was
was first
first introduced
introduced
The concept
by
[Muirhead, 1961],
1961], and
implemented in
in
by T. Muirhead [Muirhead,
and later implemented
an
an autostereoscopic
autostereoscopic (i.e.,
(i.e., true
true 3D)
3D) imaging
imaging system
system by
by A.
A.
at MITRE
MITRE [Traub,
[Traub, 1967].
1967]. It was
was further
further developed
developed
Traub at
by
Rawson at
at Bell
Bell Labs
Labs [Rawson,
[Rawson, 1968,1969]
1968,1969] and by
by S.
S.
by E. Rawson
Hobgood at UNC
UNC [Hobgood,
[Hobgood, 1969]. L. Sher
of Bolt
Bolt
Hobgood
Sher of
Beranek and
and Newman
Newman Inc.
Inc. [Sher,
[Sher, 1979]
1979] developed
developed a rigid
rigid
Beranek
fiberglass
fiberglass mirror
mirror later
later used
used by Genisco
Genisco Computers
Computers for their
Spacegraph Terminal
[Stover, 1981;
1981; Stover;
Stover; 1982].
1982]. At
Spacegraph
Terminal [Stover,
At the
University of Utah, aa varifocal
varifocal mirror
mirror was
was developed
developed which,
which,
University
like the
the Genisco
Genisco model,
model, could
could display
display in either
either pointpointlike
plotting mode
mode (fully
(fully described
raster mode
mode
plotting
described later),
later), or
or in raster
[Baxter,
1978]. This
This system
system was
was later
later extended
extended to
to allow
allow
[Baxter, 1978].
mixed
modes as
as well
well as
as enhanced object definition
mixed modes
definition [Johnson
[Johnson
Anderson, 1982].
1982].
and Anderson,
the University
University of
of North
North Carolina,
Carolina, development
development of a
At the
varifocal
first performed
performed in
1969 by
by
varifocal mirror
mirror system
system was
was first
in 1969
Sandy
Hobgood under
under the direction of
of F.P.
F.P. Brooks
Sandy Hobgood
[Hobgood,
A second
second
Hobgood,1969],
1969],using
usinga a vector
vector display
display unit.
unit. A
implementation
non-interactive
flash-tube
implementation used aa non
-interactive flash
-tube projector
[Fuchs,
1979]; this was later discarded
discarded in
in favor
favor
[Fuchs, Pizer,
Pizer, et
et al., 1979];
implementation similar to that
thatdescribed
described herein,
herein, supsupof an implementation
porting
single object with manipulation
manipulation capacapaporting display
display of
of a single
bility
raster display
display system
system [Fuchs,
[Fuchs, Pizer,
bility using
using aa standard raster
et
1982a, 1982b;
1982b; Pizer,
1982c]. Earlier
Earlier in
in
et al., 1982a,
Pizer, Fuchs,
Fuchs, et
et al.,
al., 1982c].
1979,
detailed analysis
analysis of
of mirror
mirror properties
properties was
was underunder1979, aa detailed
taken
by J.J. Cohen
Cohen[Cohen,
[Cohen, 1979].
1979]. Since
Since 1982,
1982, work
work at
taken by
UNC has focused
focused on speed
speed and complexity
complexity of
of manipulation,
manipulation,
UNC
as
display. ApplicaApplicaas well
well as
as on
on increased
increased point
point capacity for display.
tions
have included
included display
ultrasound and NMR
NMR
tions have
display of
of CT,
CT, ultrasound
data
in medical
medical imaging
imaging [Pizer,
fPizer, Fuchs,
al., 1983]
data in
Fuchs, et al.,
1983] and
display
images derived
derived from electron
electron microscope
microscope tomogtomogdisplay of
of images
[Olins, Levy, et
et al.,
al., 1984].
1984].
raphy [Olins,
Basic Principles of Varifocal Mirror
Display
Basic
Mirror Display

oft-described
varifocal mirror operaoperaThe oftdescribed principles
principles of
of varifocal
are as
as follows.
follows.
tion are

1.
Overview:
1. Overview:

One may
may present
present slices
slices of
at different
different perperOne
of an
an object at
ceived depths
ceived
depths quickly
quicklyenough
enoughfor
forthe
the eye
eye toto fuse
fuse into
into a
coherent 3D
3D image.
image. This
This variation
variation in
in perceived
perceived depth
depth is
is
coherent

accomplished through
slice in
mirror whose
whose
accomplished
through reflecting
reflecting the
the slice
in a mirror
is varied; however,
however, mirror depth is
is varied
varied by
by deformdeformdepth is
ing the
mirror curvature
curvature rather than
than by
by moving
moving the entire
entire
ing
the mirror
mirror. Each
Each mirror
mirror depth
depth gives
gives aadifferent
different perceived
perceived 2D
2D
mirror.
image depth,
depth, placing the slices throughout
an image
image
throughout an
image
volume.

2.
Varifocal mirror concept:
concept:
2. Varifocal

More
specifically, aa highly
highly flexible
flexible reflective
reflective mylar
mylar
More specifically,
surface
deformed via
pressure to
form a mirror
mirror
surface can
can be
be deformed
via air
air pressure
to form
whose curvature
roughly spherical
low amplitudes
amplitudes of
whose
curvature isis roughly
spherical at
at low
excursion: this
focal length,
length, may
may be
be
excursion:
this curvature,
curvature, and
and thus
thus focal
varied
in a controlled
controlled manner by
by changes
changes in
in pressure
pressure [Muir[Muirvaried in
head,
1961]. A CRT screen
screep is
is positioned
positioned so that
that the
theviewer
viewer
head, 1961].
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sees the
For aa given
given
sees
the reflection
reflectionofofthe
theCRT
CRT inin the
the mirror.
mirror. For
degree
mirror-deformation,
image displayed
displayed in
in
degree of
of mirror
-deformation,the
the 2D
2D image
CRT is
is related
related to
tothe
theperceived
perceivedimage
image ininthe
thefollowing
following
the CRT
way: for
in the
the CRT,
CRT, the
theperceived
perceived point
way:
for each
each point
point in
point will
will

[Rawson,
knowledge this
¡Rawson, 1968];
1968];however,
however,toto our
our knowledge
this technique
technique
is not
not used
used due
duetotothe
theinduced
inducedside
side-effect
audiblehigh
highis
-effect ofofaudible
-

have xx and
and y coordinates
coordinates as aa function
function of
of CRT
CRT screen
screen posiposihave
tion; the perceived
perceived z position
position will
will be a function
function of
of the
the mirmirtion;
curvature and thus
thus focal
focal length;
length; the
the perceived
perceived intensity
ror curvature
(or color)
CRT. (See
(See FigFig(or
color)will
willbebethe
thesame
sameasasthat
that on
on the
the CRT.

6. Generalized Methods:
6.
It should
should be noted
noted that
that aageneralization
generalization of
of the
the above
above
3D
display concepts
concepts is
is used
used for
for many
many volumetric
volumetric display
display
3D display
methods
those using
using varifocal
varifocal mirror:
mirror: aa series
series of
of
methods other than those
2D
through aa volume
volume of
of space
space cyclically
cyclically
2D images
images are
are spread through
at aa frequency
frequency higher
higher than the
the eye
eye can
can resolve,
resolve, with
with the
the
result
the human
human visual
visual system
system creates
creates the
the perception
perception
result that the
3D spatial
spatialimage
image[Traub,
[Traub,1967;
1967;Rawson,
Rawson, 1969].
1969]. For
of aa 3D
example, the object
object slices
slices comprising
comprising the
the 2D
2D images
images may
may be
be
example,
cross-sections
mirror or
orlens
lensdevices
devices
rotational cross
-sections for
for rotating mirror
[Fajans, 1979] as
as opposed
opposed to
to parallel
cross-sections
for
parallel cross
-sections for
mirror.
vibrating mirror.

ure 1.)
1.)

3. 3D
3D Display:
Display:
3.
The display
The
of aa 3D
display of
3D object
object is achieved
achieved by
by serial
serial
presentation
z-slices
synchronizpresentation of component zslices on
on the
the CRT, synchronizing
CRT display
display with
with alteration
alteration of the
the mirror
mirror curvacurvaing the
the CRT
ture so that
that for
for each
each z-z-slice,
perceived depth
funcslice, its
its perceived
depth as aa function
of focal
focal length
depth within
within
tion of
length corresponds
correspondstoto its
its actual depth
the
object. By
By repeatedly
repeatedly presenting
presenting all
all slices
slices of an object
object
the object.
at aa sufficiently
sufficiently high
high frequency
frequency (circa
(circa 15HZ
15HZ or
higher), the
or higher),
persistence
see
persistence of
of vision
vision will
will perform
perform the
the fusion
fusion required
required to see
aa coherent
coherent 3D
The required
required cyclic
cyclic mirror
mirror deformadeforma3D image.
image. The
easily accomplished
accomplished by
loudspeaker behind
tion is easily
by placing aa loudspeaker
behind
mirror frame
frame and driving
driving it at
at (in
(inour
ourcase)
case) 30HZ:
30HZ: the
the
the mirror
object
slices need
be displayed
displayed in
in an
an ordering
ordering which
object slices
need then
then be
which
correctly relates
induced variation in mirror
correctly
relates depth
depth with
with the induced
[Traub, 1967].
1967].
curvature [Traub,
4. Varifocal
Varifocal Mirror Display
Display Characteristics:
4.
Such
mirror display
display possesses
possesses a number of
Such a vibrating mirror
characteristic
advantages as well
well as
as liabilities.
liabilities. It provides
provides
characteristic advantages
the depth cues
cues of
of stereopsis
stereopsis and
and headhead-motion
parallax while
while
motion parallax
failing
naturally induced
induced obscuration,
obscuration, since
since the
the
failing to
to support naturally
3D
images are
translucent and
and essentially
essentially luminous
luminous [Raw[Raw3D images
are translucent
son, 1969;
1969; Fuchs,
Fuchs, Pizer,
Pizer, et al., 1079].
1979]. Hidden
surfaces
Hidden surfaces
explicitly
consistent to
explicitly removed
removed through
through computation
computation are
are consistent
only
[Johnson &
& Anderson,
Anderson, 1982]
1982] and
and
only one
one observer
observer position [Johnson
so
usually utilized.
Kinetic depth
depth effect,
effect, although
although a
so are
are not
not usually
utilized. Kinetic
weaker
cue than head
head-motion
proweaker depth
depth cue
-motion parallax,
parallax, can
can be provided
expense of extra computation
computation [Fuchs,
[Fuchs, Pizer,
Pizer, et
et
vided at the expense
al., 1979];
1979]; the
capabilites later described
described can
can
al.,
the manipulation
manipulation capabilites
sometimes
sufficiently detailed
moving images
images to
sometimes generate
generate sufficiently
detailed moving
provide
this effect.
effect. The spherical
spherical curvature
curvature of the
the mirror
mirror
provide this
surface,
display-volumes
centimesurface, while
while inducing
inducing display
-volumesthat
that are
are centimeters
in depth
depth for
for excursions
excursions on
on the
the order
ters in
order ofofmillimeters,
millimeters,
unfortunately
also magnifies
magnifies an
an image's
image's xy
xy-size
as it is
unfortunately also
-size as
moved
depth-axis
viewer, an
an effect
effect
moved along
along the
the depth
-axis away
away from
from the viewer,
termed
"anomolous perspective"
perspective" [Traub,
[Traub, 1967;
1967; Rawson,
Rawson,
termed "anomolous
effect can
be made
made
Compensationfor
forthe
the latter
latter effect
can be
1969]. Compensation
through
analog circuitry
altering the x
through software
software or
or through
through analog
circuitry altering
and
signals prior
the CRT
CRT device;
device; the analog
analog
and yy signals
prior to
to input
input to the
approach
the University
University of
of Utah
Utah [Baxter,
[Baxter, 1984].
1984].
approach isis used
used at the

5. Correspondence
Correspondence of
ofSlice
Slice-depth
and Mirror5.
-depth and
position:
Mirror-position:
object-slice
-slice display with
Synchronization of the object
proper
position can
can pose
pose problems:
problems: while
while the beginbeginproper mirror
mirror position
ning
motion from front (closest
(closest to viewer)
viewer) to
ning of
of the
the mirror's
mirror's motion
back (farthest
(farthest from
from viewer)
front again
back
viewer) toto front
again may
may be
be synsynchronized through
means with
with some
some external
external 30HZ
chronized
through various means
30HZ
signal, the
uniformity of
shape of the
the mirror
mirror motion
motion
signal,
the uniformity
of the
the shape
from cycle
cycle to
cycle isis more
as one
one gets
gets
from
to cycle
more difficult
difficult to
to maintain as
away from
from the sync
sync pulse
pulse within
within one
one cycle.
cycle. FurthFurthfurther away
ermore, within
within one cycle,
cycle, the
the back
back-to-front
stroke (termed
(termed
ermore,
-to-front stroke
"back" stroke)
stroke) of
mirror may not
not be
be of
of the
the same
same shape
shape
"back"
of the mirror
offset as
front-to-back
(termed "fore"
"fore" stroke),
stroke),
or offset
as the front
-to-back stroke (termed
forcing measures
ensure that object
object points
points
forcing
measurestotobe
be taken
taken to
to ensure
same depth
displayed at the
the same
same position
position of the
of the same
depth are displayed
mirror
regardless of
whether this
this is
during hack
mirror regardless
of whether
is during
back or
or fore
fore
Lastly,ififthe
themirrormirror-driving
stroke. Lastly,
driving waveform
waveform isis sinusoidal,
sinusoidal,
focal length
length will
will be aa nonlinear
nonlinear function
function of
of time,
time, which
which
the focal
may result
result in
in irregular
irregular Distribution
set of
of image
image
distribution of
of the
the set
may
planes along
axis. A
A filtered
filtered sawtooth
sawtooth for
for the
planes
along the
the depth
depth axis.
driving
used to
driving waveform
waveformvoltage
voltagecan
can be
be used
to enforce
enforce linear
linear
imago
well as
to increase
increase foréfore-stroke
image sweeps
sweeps as
as well
as to
stroke duty
duty time
94

noise.
frequency noise.

Implementation

Goals
implementation was
was oriented
The design of the implementation
the following
following goals.
goals.
towards the
1.
of implementation:
1. Ease of
No specially
specially designed
designed hardware,
aside from
from the varivanNo
hardware, aside
mirror assembly,
assembly, is required. A
A standard
standard raster
raster
focal mirror
display system [viz.
[viz. Adage Ikonas RDS
RDS 3000]
3000] together with
display
fast -phosphor CRT, mirror-driving
a point-plotting
point -plotting fast-phosphor
mirror -driving
waveform
(using aa microcomputer),
microcomputer), host
host comcomwaveform generator
generator (using
[viz. VAX
VAX 11/780],
11/780], and
and fairly
fairly simple
simple software,
software, will
puter [viz.
will
suffice.
2.
with multiplemultiple-object
2. Interactive with
object support:
The user
user has
has the
thecapability
capability totointeractively
interactively define
define
The
and display
display multiple
multiple objects,
objects, and to
to manipulate
manipulate arbitrary
arbitrary
and
groups of
of objects
objects independently
independently from
from the
the others
others being
being
groups
wide range
range of
ofmanipulation
manipulation functions
functions is
displayed. A
A wide
object-motion
motion
available, including those for specifying objectand rotation),
rotation), those
those for
(scaling, translation,
translation, and
formodifying
modifying
object-attributes
(highlighting, blinking,
blinking,fore
fore-or-back
object- attributes (highlighting,
-or -back stroke
display), and those
those for
forsemi
semi-global
display),
-global operations
operations (intensity
(intensity
windowing,
clipping, single
single vs
vs double
double buffering).
buffering).
windowing, spatial clipping,
To facilitate
facilitate independent
independent control
control of
of multiple
multiple objects,
objects,
any
subset of objects
objects can
can be
be manipulated
manipulated together,
together, groupgroupany subset
ing
them into
into aa cluster
cluster termed
termed aa"transform
"transformclass
class".
ing them
". The
various
transform class
class (such
(such as
as
various control
control parameters
parameters of
of a transform
rotation,
translation, and
and scaling
scaling values,
values, which
which are
are encoded
encoded
rotation, translation,
in
"transform matrix
matrix")
tied to
to any
any physical
physical conconin a "transform
") can
can be tied
trol
device. A
A separate
separate clustering,
clustering, distinct
distinct from
trol device.
from those
those for
for
controlling
intensity winwincontrolling object-motion,
object- motion,can
canbe
be set
set up
up for intensity
dowing
clipping; however,
however, implementation decidowing and
and spatial clipping;
decisions limit
number of
sions
limit the number
of these
these "windowing
"windowing classes"
classes" to
to two.
two.
menu-driven
numerous
A menu
-driven host
host program
program together with numerous
graphical-input
devices provides aa flexible
flexible and
anduser
user-friendly
graphical -input devices
-friendly
interface
Support is
is also
also provided
provided to
interface for
for these
these interactions.
interactions. Support
to
record
playback any
any sequence
sequence of
of commands
commands and
and
record and
and playback
input-device
resulting from
from user
user-action;
these recordrecordinputdevice values
values resulting
-action; these
in script
script-files
disk.
ings reside in
-files on disk.
3.
High-speed
3. High
-speedinteraction:
interaction:
Interaction, to
to be
be most
mosteffective,
effective, should
should have
have near
near-Interaction,
response. Response
Response time
be minimized
minimized by
immediate response.
by
time can be
fully utilizing
utilizing the available
available resources,
resources, by applying
applying the
fully
the conconcept of
of"successive
"successive refinement
refinement",
and by
cept
", and
by localizing
localizing the
the
effects of
image. The
effects
of interaction
interaction on
on the
the image.
The first
first entails
entails use
use of
of
user-programmable
graphics processor,
processor, exploitation
exploitation of
of
the userprogrammable graphics
graphics-device
characteristics [e.g., colormap],
graphicsdevice hardware
hardware characteristics
concurrent execution
execution of
of programs
programs on
and concurrent
on the
the host
host VAX,
VAX, on
on
the graphics
graphics processor,
processor, and
and on
on the
themultiplier
multiplier-accumulator
-accumulator
used by
by the graphics
-transformations.
used
graphics engine
engine for
for point
point-transformations.
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Sequence of images formed
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One
way to
to ensure
ensure real
real-time
feedback is
initially
One way
-time feedback
is to initially
present a coarse
present
coarse image
image upon
upon interaction,
interaction, and
and to refine
refine the
image during
during periods
periods of non
non-interaction;
method is
image
-interaction; this
this method
termed "successive
"successive refinement".
coarseness of the
the iniinitermed
refinement ". The coarseness
tial presentation
tial
presentation as
as well
well as
as the
the speed
speed of
of refinement
refinement is
is
dependent upon
upon the power of the implementation.
implementation.
dependent
Localization
moving a set
set
Localization of
of change
change isis applicable
applicable to
to moving
of
objects relative
relative to
stationary background
background of
of other
other
of objects
to aa stationary
objects. Since
Since hidden
hidden-surface
performed,
-surfaceremoval
removal isis not performed,
the only
only part
part of
of the
the image
image needing
needing change
part
the
change isis that
that part
which isis being
Ideally, therefore, the initial
initial presenpresenwhich
being moved.
moved. Ideally,
tation of the
the 3D
3D image
image upon
upon manipulating
manipulating a subset
subset of
of all
all
tation
objects
fully detailed
detailed static background
background
objects will
will consist
consist of
of the
the fully
together
together with
with a coarse
coarse rendition
rendition of the
the dynamic
dynamic objects;
objects;
only
of the
the image
image containing
containing the
the dynamic
dynamic objects
objects
only that
that part of
need
localization of the effects
effects
need be
be successively
successivelyrefined.
refined. This localization
of
of the
the 3D
3D object
object holding
holding the
the
of interaction
interactiontoto that
that part of
manipulated
manipulated objects we call "relative
"relative dynamism
dynamism".
".
4.
.4. Capacity
Capacity toto Display
DisplayLarge
Large Numbers
Numbers of
of Points:
Points:
Adequate
relies upon
Adequate presentation
presentation of
of object
object detail relies
upon the
ability to
to display
ability
display a large
large number
number of
of points.
points. Maximizing
number of
of points
points displayed
displayed can
can be
be achieved
achieved by
by using
using
the number
mirror fore
fore-stroke
and back
back-stroke.
both mirror
-stroke and
-stroke. Unfortunately,
tradeoffs between
speed of interacinteractradeoffs
between capacity
capacity for
for display
display and speed
exist: these are described
described in
section entitive update exist:
in a later section
"Frame-buffer
Configuration".
tled "Frame
-buffer Use
Use and Configuration
".
Underlying Display Mechanism
The
basic scheme
scheme for
for 3D
3D display
display ininpoint
point-plotting
The basic
-plotting
mode
(See Figure 2.)
mode isis described
described below.
below. (See
1. Raster
Raster-scanout
(RGB->XYI):
1.
-scanout to
to CRT (RGB->XYI):

The red,
red, green,
green, and
and blue
blue output
output channels
channels from
from the
the
The
raster-device
raster- deviceare
areconnected
connectedtotothe
the x,y,
x,y, and
and intensity
intensity input
channels
the fast
fast-phosphor
point-plotting
whose
channels of
of the
-phosphor point
-plotting CRT, whose
display
reflected in
the varifocal
varifocal mirror.
mirror. Each
mirror
display isis reflected
in the
Each mirror
vibration (front
-to-back -to-front excursion)
excursion) is
is synchronized
vibration
(front-to-back-to-front
synchronized
with
one refresh
refresh cycle
cycle of
of the
therasterraster-graphics-device
by
graphics- device by
with one
means
sinewave generator
generator (controlled
(controlled by
micropromeans of
of a sinewave
by aa microprocessor)
refresh-sync
raster-cessor) which
which receives
receives refresh
-sync signals
signals from
from the raster
device.
When the
the pixel
pixel contents
contents of
ofthe
theframe
frame-buffer
are
device. When
-buffer are
scanned
scanned out
out in
in raster
raster-order
-order for
for one
one refresh
refresh cycle,
cycle, each
each
correspondingly
unique depth which
which
correspondinglydisplayed
displayedpoint
point has
has aa unique
is
implicit in
in the
the frame
frame-buffer
because aa
is implicit
-buffer address:
address:this
this isis because
point's
perceived depth
function of
of mirror
mirror position,
position,
point's perceived
depth isis a function
which corresponds
corresponds to time
time ofofdisplay
displaywithin
withinrefresh
refresh-cycle,
which
-cycle,
corresponds to the
thepoint's
point'sframe
frame-buffer
which in turn
turn corresponds
-buffer
address.
By storing
storing a point's
point's x,y
x,y and
and intensity
intensity values
values in
in
address. By
RGB slots
slots of
of aapixel
pixelininframe
frame-buffer
memory, and by
by
the RGB
-buffer memory,
choosing
function of
of z-z-depth,
each
choosingthe
the pixel
pixel address
address as
as aa function
depth, each
scanout
the frame
frame-buffer
in raster
raster-order
will properly
properly
scanout of the
-buffer in
-order will
spread the
the output
output pixel values
values throughout
throughout an
an image
image
volume.
One should
should note
note that
that actually
actually the
theimage
image volume
volume
volume. One
is
cycle; for our implementais swept
swept twice
twice during one refresh cycle;
tion
using repeat
repeat-field
upper-half
of the
theframe
frame-tion using
-field mode,
mode, the upper
-half of
buffer
mirror fore
fore-stroke,
buffer isis displayed
displayed during
during the mirror
-stroke, while
while the
the
lower-half
frame-buffer
during mirror
mirror
lower -halfofofthe
the frame
-bufferisis displayed
displayed during
back-stroke.
mode, the
the odd
odd scan
scan-lines
back -stroke. For interlaced mode,
-lines of
of the
frame-buffer
mirrorforefore-stroke,
frame
-bufferwould
would be
be displayed
displayed during mirror
stroke,
while the even
even scan
scan-lines
displayed during
during backbackwhile
-lines would
would be
be displayed
stroke.

pixels. Since
eye cannot
cannot perceive
perceive small
small variavariaoutput pixels.
Since the eye
tions in depth, the approximation yields satisfactory
regions of approximately equal
equal depth, termed
termed
results. The regions
"bins",
be aanumber
numberofofcontigous
contigousscan
scan-lines.
"bins ", are
are chosen
chosen to be
-lines.
By
filling bins
in increasing
increasing frame
frame-buffer
from left
By filling
bins in
-buffer address,
address, from
and top
top to
to bottom,
bottom,occupied
occupied and
and free
free bin
bin areas
areas can
can
to right and
be tracked
tracked by
by maintaining
maintaining"starting"starting-address"
and "next
"next-be
address" and
free-address"
each bin.
bin. Furthermore, non
non-free- address"pointers
pointers for
for each
-driving waveform
linearity in
in the
themirror
mirror-driving
waveform can
can easily
easily be
be comcompensated
location. For
For our
our syssyspensated by
by variation
variation in
in bin
bin starting location.
tem,
each bin is
is typically
typically 44 scan
scan lines
lines in
in size,
size, creating
creating 64
tem, each
distinct
levels within
within the
theupper
upper-half
of aa512x512
512x512
distinct depth levels
-half of
display.
(See Figure
Figure 3.)
3.)
display. (See
3. Frame
Frame-buffer
3.
-buffer Use
Use and Configuration:
The
size of
of the
the frame
frame-buffer,
its allocation
allocation for
for
The size
-buffer, and
and its
various functions,
functions, greatly
greatly influences
influences the
the performance
performance and
and
various
quality
the varifocal
varifocal mirror
mirror display.
display. The
Theframe
frame-buffer
quality of
of the
-buffer
(i.e.,
system) has
(i.e., pixel
pixel memory
memory of
of the
the raster graphics system)
has as its
primary use
use the
the aforementioned
aforementioned storage
storage of
of object
object points,
points,
primary
one per
pixel, in
CRT. Additionone
per pixel,
in bins
bins for
for scanout
scanout to
to the CRT.
ally,
ally, since
since it
it is the
only large
large memory
memory available
available to
the only
to the
serves to
hold the
the raw
raw object
object data
data
microprocessor, it serves
to hold
(x,y,z,intensity)
(x,y,z,intensity) which
which is, for
for each
each manipulation
manipulation of
of the
the
object, transformed
transformed and
inserted into the bins.
bins. The
object,
and then
then inserted
frame-buffer
vertframe
-bufferarea
areaavailable
available for
for bin
bin storage
storage can
can be split vertically in
to enable
enable double
double-buffering:
ically
in half to
-buffering: one
one half
half of
of the
the bin
storage
is used
used for display
display on
CRT while
while the other
storage area is
on the CRT
half is being
being updated.
updated. Clearly
of raw
raw object
object-data
half
Clearly storage of
-data
and double-buffering
double- buffering require a means of limiting
framebuffer-scanout
framebuffer -scanout to
to selected areas.
At UNC,
UNC, the
theframe
frame-buffer
-buffer consists
consists of
of 55 screenfulls
screenfulls of
of
512
512 pixels,
pixels, each
deep. This allows
allows double
double-512 xx 512
each 24
24 bits deep.
buffering with
screen buffers,
buffers, enabling
enabling fore
fore and back
back
buffering
with full
full screen
stroke display;
display; enough
enough room
room is
is left
over for
for storage
storage of
of
left over
stroke
about 300,000
300,000 raw
points. Unfortunately,
Unfortunately, only
only about
about
about
raw data
data points.
120,000
from the pospos120,000points
pointsmay
may be
be displayed
displayed at
at one time from
sible
buffer; CRT beam
beam
sible screenful
screenful of
of 256,000
256,000points
points inin a buffer;
inertia requires
requires the insertion,
insertion, between
between any
any two
two nonzero
nonzero
inertia
points
adjacent within
within a bin
bin but
but which
which are
are disdispoints which
which are
are adjacent
in the
the xyxy-plane,
of a point
point with
with zero
zero intensity
intensity and
and
tant in
plane, of
coordinates of
second point.
point. Furthermore,
Furthermore, for
for other
other
coordinates
of the second
systems
smaller memories,
raw data storage
storage may
may
systems with
with smaller
memories, the
the raw
impinge
otherwise used
used for bins:
bins: leaving
leaving the raw
impinge upon
upon areas
areas otherwise
data on
on the
the host
hostfor
forprocessing
processing sacrifices
sacrifices update time
time for
for
capacity
display. DoubleDouble-buffering,
buffers less
capacity of display.
buffering, for buffers
less than
one
size, may be
be abandoned
abandoned to
tosimilarly
similarly sacrifice
sacrifice
one screen
screen in
in size,
update time for
for number
number of
of displayable
displayable points.
points.

2.
as regions
regions of
of approximately
approximately equal
equal depth:
2. "Bins"
"Bins" as
Each
is displayed
displayed at
at aaunique
unique depth;
depth;however,
however,
Each point is
depth values
values are quantized,
quantized, and
many points
points within
the depth
and many
within an
an
image
have the same
same depth.
depth. The
The solution
solution to
this
to this
image may
may have
problem
is to
to segment
segment the
theframe
frame-buffer
into contiguous
contiguous
problem is
-buffer into
regions
stored points whose
whose depth approxiapproxiregions into
into which
which are
are stored
mates
of the
theaverage
averageperceived
perceived-depth
the region's
region's
mates that of
-depth of the

Table
Table of
ofnext
next free
free bin locations

c

Object
Object Data
Data locations
locations
by object)
object)
(offset and length, by

L.. I
\\

s
IFore-stroke!
"Bins
""

M

mm
I

;t Date
Obje<
Object
DataI
ByS sgmei

t

IBack-strokel
"Bins

Pixel
Scanout
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Additional
Additional Framebuffer
Fremebuffer Memory
Memory

FramebuTfer
FrameDuffer Organization

4*
Host and graphics
graphics processor functions and coordination:
coordination:
4. Host
System
achieved by coordinated
coordinated operaoperaSystem functions
functions are
are achieved
tion of
of the host
host and
and graphics
graphics processors.
processors. The
The host
host interintertion
faces with
with the
-input devices
faces
the graphics
graphics-input
devices [e.g.,
[e.g., joysticks,
joysticks, slidsliders]
commands issued
issued from
ers] and
and handles
handles menu
menu commands
from the terminal.
In
response to useruser-actions
definition or manipulamanipulaIn response
actions signaling definition
tion
tion of displayed
displayed objects,
objects, the
the host
host interrupts
interrupts the
the raster
raster-engine
via asynasynengine slave
slave and
and downloads
downloadsrequired
requireddata
data to
to it via
chronous
graphchronous slave-acknowledged
slave -acknowledgedcommunication.
communication. The graphics
processor isis responsible
taking
ics processor
responsiblefor,
for, upon
upon interruption,
interruption, taking
the
downloaded data,
points for
for
the downloaded
data, transforming
transforming the
the raw
raw data points
all
objects actively
actively displayable,
display able, discarding
discarding points
points outside
outside
all objects
the
3D viewport
viewport ( ("clipping"),
properly filling
filling the
theframe
frame-the 3D
"clipping "), properly
buffer
transformed points,
and switching
switching the
buffer bins
bins with
with transformed
points, and
pixel
come from the newly
newly filled
filled bins.
bins.
pixel scanout
scanout to come
As mentioned
mentioned before,
independent
As
before, in
in order
order to support independent
manipulation
multiple objects,
objects, transformtransform-matrices
and
manipulation of
of multiple
matrices and
class-object
downloaded data
class- objectlinks
linksare
arerequired.
required. Thus,
Thus, the downloaded
may
object-data-points,
object-attributes,
object- data -points,
object -attributes,
include
transform-matrices,
transform -matrices,oror the
the links
links specifying
specifying which
which transform
transform
to use
use for
for each
each object.
Theobject
object-data
downloaded only
only
object. The
-data isis downloaded
once
and is stored in a reserved
reserved area
areaofofframe
frame-buffer
-buffer
once and
memory;
is stored
stored in
in microprocessor
microprocessor RAM.
RAM.
memory; other
other data is
actions of
of the
the graphics
graphics processor
processor upon
upon interrupinterrupThe actions
tion
are more
more specifically
specifically as
as follows.
follows. AAdoubledouble-buffering
tion are
buffering
scheme is used to
handle simultaneous
simultaneous update
of and
and
to handle
update of
display
frame-buffer;
clear
display from
from the
the frame
-buffer;the
thefirst
first action
action isis to clear
required
the frame
frame-buffer
targeted for
for
required portions
portions of
of the
-buffer area
area targeted
update. To
that initially
initially coarse
coarse renderings
renderings include
include
To ensure that
representative points
from all
all displayable
display able objects,
objects, small
small
representative
points from
segments of
points from
from each
each object
object are
selected for
segments
of points
are selected
transformation
the
transformationand
andthen
theninsertion
insertioninto
intothe
the bins
bins inin the
frame-buffer.
Thus one
one set
set of
of segments,
segments, one
one from
from each
each
frame -buffer. Thus
time; this is repeated until
object, is processed at a time;
refinement
next interruption
interruption occurs.
occurs.
refinementisis complete
complete or
or until
until next
To support
support immediate
immediate feedback,
CRT is
is
To
feedback,scanout
scanouttoto the
the CRT
switched to
buffer" being
being updated
updated as
as soon
soon as one
one
switched
to the
the "bin buffer"
segment-set
ensure representative
representative coarse
coarse
segment -setisisprocessed.
processed. To ensure
sampling
placement of
sampling from
from all
all areas
areas within
within an
an object,
object, the placement
of
points
among object
segments is randomized prior
prior to
to usage
usage
points among
object segments
within
system. Transformation
performed by
Transformation isis performed
by an
within the system.
MA1024
MA1024 programmable
programmable multiplier-accumulator
multiplier -accumulator which
which runs
in
parallel with
graphics processor;
processor; transformation
transformation and
in parallel
with the graphics
bin-insertion
units ofofobjectobject-segments.
bin -insertionare
are interleaved
interleaved in units
segments.
(See
(See Figure 4.)
should be
be noted
for the
the current
current version
version of
of this
this
It should
noted that, for
point-oriented
no provision
provision is
is made
made for
for
point- orienteddisplay
display system,
system, no
dynamically scan
scan-converting
Pre-converting line specifications.
processing
line and
and
processingprograms
programsare
are available
available which
which convert
convert line
polygon
required object
object point
point
polygon drawing
drawingcommands
commandstoto the
the required
format.

Hardware Characteristics Supporting
High Performance:
High
Various
hardware characteristics
characteristics within
the raster
raster-Various hardware
within the

graphics system
above features:
graphics
system support
support the above

Crossbar ~
Upon pixel
pixel scanout,
scanout, the
the user
user may
may specify
specify
-- Upon
through an
an arbitrary
arbitrary rearrangement
rearrangement of
ofpixel
pixel
through
an array an
crossbar, as
as well
well as the
the colormap,
colormap, is
is used
used
bits. The
The crossbar,
for spatial clipping,
clipping, intensity
intensity windowing,
windowing, and
and blinkblinkfor
ing.
Colormap
RGB channel,
channel, the user
user may
may specify
specify
Colormap---- For
For each
each RGB
through
unique output
output pixel
pixel value
value for
for each
each
through aa table aa unique
input
Input and
and output
outputvalues
values range
range from
from 0 to
input value.
value. Input
1023.
Window
specify the starting
startingframe
frame-Window and
and viewport
viewport -- These specify
buffer
for scanout.
scanout. DoubleDouble-buffering
buffer address
address and
and size for
buffering
techniques, as
storage of
of object
object-data
the
techniques,
as well
well as
as storage
-data in
in the
frame-buffer,
framebuffer,require
requirethe
the use
use of
of these functions.

User-programmable
This micropromicroproUser
-programmableGraphics
Graphics Processor
Processor -- This
cessor
work. It has
has been
been most
most
cessor performs
performs most
most of
of the work.
useful
have aa cross
cross-compiler
useful for
for us to have
-compiler from
from a subset of
C
to the
themicrocode:
microcode:the
thecross
cross-compiler,
"GIA2",
was
C to
-compiler, "GIA2
", was
developed
UNC by
by Gary
GaryBishop
Bishop[Bishop,
[Bishop, 1982].
1982].
developed at UNC
Programmable multipliermultiplier-accumulator
The MA1024
MA1024 is
is
Programmable
accumulator -- The
essential
concurrent high
high-speed
of
essential for concurrent
-speed transformation of
data.

Features: Principles of Operation
The manipulation
manipulation capabilites
capabilites listed
listed as
as goals
goals rely
rely upon
upon
the
raster hardware
hardware characteristics
characteristics and
and underlying
underlying display
display
the raster
mechanism for
their implementation,
implementation, as
as described
described below.
below.
mechanism
for their
should be
be noted
noted that
thatwindowing,
windowing, clipping
clipping and
and blinking
blinking
It should
are
real-time
operations, as is also
dynamic motion
motion of
of
are real
-time operations,
also dynamic
1000 points.
objects under 1000
1. Independent Object
Object Motion:
Motion:
1.

Each
object is individually
individually transformed
transformed using
using the
the
Each object

MA1024 in
bin-stuffing.
Inter-object
MA1024
in parallel
parallel with bin
-stuffing. Inter
-object sampling
of segments
segments as well
well as
as intraintra-object
randomization of
of points
points
object randomization
among
among segments
segments ensures
ensures that coarse
coarse images
images are
are representarepresentative.
2. Single
Single or Double
Double Buffering:
2.
Single
double buffering
buffering mode
mode may be
be interactively
interactively
Single or
or double
selected. Single
buffering mode
mode sacrifices
sacrifices smoothness
smoothness of
of
Single buffering
image
increased number of points
in the final
final
image update
update for
for an
an increased
points in
refined
justified if
more than
one
refined image:
image:this
this mode
mode isis not
not justified
if more
than one
screenfull
screenfull of
of frame
frame-buffer
-buffermemory
memoryisisavailable.
available. In line with
the
concept ofofsuccesive
succesive refinement,
refinement, doubledouble-buffering
is
the concept
buffering is
non-single -buffering during periods of non
switched to single-buffering
interaction, and then automatically reinvoked when
interaction occurs.
occurs.
3. Fore
Fore-or-Back
3.
-or -Back Stroke:
Each
Each object
object may
may be
bespecified
specified to
have its
its points
to have
displayed
mirror forefore-stroke,
during back
back-stroke,
displayed during mirror
stroke, during
-stroke, or
during
Both strokes
strokes may
may be
be used
used to
to maximmaximduring both
both strokes.
strokes. Both
ize
number of
of displayable
displayable points
points by
by overflowing
overflowing into
ize the number
-stroke bins
back-stroke
fore-stroke
bins fill up. Unfortunately,
back -stroke if fore
fore-back
problems slightly
slightly degrade
degrade
fore
-back stroke registration problems
image quality if back stroke
stroke isis used
used for
for display.
display.
image
Relative Dynamism:
Dynamism:
4. Relative
Dynamic motion
objects against
against a static
static backbackDynamic
motion of
of objects
ground is
is implementable
implementable by segmenting
segmenting each
each bin
bin into
into two
two
ground
more fixed
fixed-area
"update-levels".
objects
or more
-area "update
-levels ". Initially,
Initially, static objects
transformed and stuffed
stuffed into
into bins
bins first,
first, followed
followed by
by the
are transformed
processing of
dynamic objects.
objects. Upon
Upon later interruption,
interruption,
processing
of dynamic
since the
object-points
they need
need not
since
the static object
-points are
are invariant,
invariant, they
re-transformed;
dynamic objects need
need to
to be
be rerebe retransformed; only
only the
the dynamic
processed and
bin areas
areas reserved
reserved for
for their
their
processed
and inserted
inserted into
into the bin
update-level.
Double-buffering
sometimes
update
-level. Double
-buffering considerations
considerations sometimes
require
copying of
of static
staticobject
object-pixels.
Invocation of
of relarelarequire copying
-pixels. Invocation
dynamism is
to the
theuser:
user: the
thesystem
systemrecogrecogtive dynamism
is transparent to
nizes
being moved.
(See Figure
Figure 5.)
5.)
nizes which
which objects
objects are
are being
moved. (See
5. Intensity
Intensity windowing:
windowing:
5.
Intensity windowing
windowing is easily
easily accomplished
accomplished by
by changchanging
intensity-map
blue channel)
channel) in the
the colortcolorting the intensity
-map (for
(for the
the blue
able;
effects global
global windowing.
windowing. To
To achieve
achieve indepenindepenable; this effects
dently
manipulatable windowing
windowing maps,
we need
need only
only secsecdently manipulatable
maps, we
tion
colortable into
more parts
and ensure
ensure that
tion the colortable
into two
two or
or more
parts and
the
recorded pixel
pixel intensities
intensities are
are looked
looked-up
the recorded
-uponly
only inin that
that
section of the
the colortable
colortable which
which represents
represents the
the map
mapassociassocisection
ated
with the object
object owning
owning the pixel.
pixel. By
By assigning
assigning one
one (or
(or
ated with
more)
id" and
and routing
routing these
these bits
bits
more) pixel
pixelbits
bits for
for the
the "map
"map id"
into
the most
most-significant-bits
colortable lookup,
lookup, the
into the
-significant -bitsfor
for colortable
desired separate
intensity windowing
windowing isis achieved
achieved at
the
desired
separate intensity
at the
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Object points
Object
points in
frame buffer
freme
storage

Processor
Scratchpad
Scretchped

Processor
Scratchpad
Scratchped

Memory

Memory

Copied in

previous step

Transformed in
^3 previous step
step

Insertion
bins
into bins

N
3=7
3
bvprocessor
processor
la

";: "":

..:.:

(MA1024nov
(MA1024 now

VA, dr d
Ob ect 2

.

Ar
%

Bins in
Bins
frame buffer
freme
being filled

operating)
óperating)
Co.p_y_£y_
çop_Y
_kY
processor

Figure 4.
4.
figure

Signal MA1024
MA 1024
Signal
to
to begin transformation

Data
Space
Data Flow
Flow from
from Object
Object to
to Image
Imogg_5oece

Each
MA1024 multiplier-accumulator
Each segment of 256
256object
objectpoints
points isistransformed
transformed by the MA1024
multiplier- accumulator unit
unit
and
inserted into
into the framebuffer
framebuffer bins
binsbeing
beingfilled
filledfor
forsubsequent
subsequentdisplay.
display Clipping
end then inserted
to
to the 3D
3Dvievport
vievport occurs
occurs during
during the bin-insertion
bin- insertion step.
step Transformation
Transformation and bin-stuffing
bin- stuffing
proceed
graphics processor
processor cyclically
cyclicallycopies
copies one
one segment
segmenttoto RAM,
RAM.
proceed concurrently:
concurrently. the graphics
signals the MA1024
MA 1024 totobegin
begintransformation
transformationofofthe
thecopied
copiedsegment,
segment.and
andthen
then inserts
inserts
the previously
previously copied.
copied, and by nov
bins
now transformed,
transformed. segment into bins.
Bin
Buffer I1(for
(fordisplay)
display)
Bin Buffer

Buffer22(being
(being filled)
filled)
Bin Buffer
Static

Dynamic

2

Objects
Objects for
for display
display: points
points for
for both
both static
static and
and dynamic
dynamic objects
objects
(a). Initial display:
and inserted into bins.
bins Viewport
Viei/port and
and window
irtndov
are transformed end
controls switch
si/itch from buffer 11 to buffer 2 for pixel
pixel scanout
scenout
to CRT
CRTasassoon
soonasasone
onesegment
segmentfrom
from each
each object is processed
processed.
Bin Buffer
Buffer 11 (being
(being filled)
filled)

Bin Buffer
Buffer22(for
(fordisplay)
display)
Static

Dynamic

2

Objects for
Objects
for display
(b).
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